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IlwmneHKO 10.K., l'yKOllTKHH II.A., 3omrn Jl.C. 
IloID!pHJOBaHHLie II)"IKH Ha 10 f3B ycK0pHTeJie OIUIH (}ly6Ha) 

E9-97-314 

Hccne)IOBaHHll no CUHHOBOH qmJHKe 6wm HaqaTbI s Jla6opaTOpHH BblC0KHX :meprnft OIUIH s Haqarre 
1980-x IT., Koma UO/lllPHJ0BaHHble )leHTPOHbl 6wm ycKopeHbl Ha ey6HeHCKOM ycK0pHTeJie Ha 10 f3B 
(CHHXpOqlaJOTPOHe). HcTOqHHK n0JillpH30BaHHblX )leHTp0H0B ITOJUIPHC np0HJB0)IHT n0JillpH30BaHHble 
)leHTP0Hbl KaK B BeKT0pH0H, TaK H B TeH30pHOH M0)lax. CHCTeMa Me)IJleHH0I'O BblB0)la U0JB0JilleT CHa6Jt<aTh 
3KCnepHMeHTaJibHble ycTaH0BKH B 0CH0BH0M 3KC11epHMeHTaJibH0M JaJie llyqKaMH U0JillpH30BaHHblX 

)leHTPOHOB C HMrryJibCaMH )10 9 f3B/c C HHTeHCHBH0CThlO )10 5 . 109 B I.IHKJI. IlepBble 3KC11epHMeHTbl 6wm 
0pHeHTHp0BaHbl Ha HJyqeHHe HHKJIIOJHBHblX H 6HHapHblX peaKUHH C noJlllpH30BaHHblMH )leHTPOHaMH. 
B 1995 r. 6bLl!a ycTaH0BJieHa II0JlllpH30BaHHal! npOTOHHaJI MHIIIeHb H C0J)laH KBaJHM0H0Xp0MaTHqHblH 
nyqoK U0JillpH30BaHHblX )leHTpOHOB )IJ!ll HJyqeHHll ll0Be)leHHll paJH0CTH ii7~ceqeHHH B HHTepsarre 3Heprnft 
1,2+3,65 f3B. B HaCT0lllllee BpeMll 0CH0BH0e KO/lbl.l0 H0B0I'O csepx11p0B0)lll11Iero ycK0pHTeJlll (ttyKJIO
TpoHa) CM0HTHp0BaH0 H ycneurno HCllblTaH0. IloCJie BB0)la B )leHCTBHe H0B0I'O HHJKeKT0pa H CHCTeMbl 
BblB0)la HCCJie)I0BaHHll 110 CIIHHOBOH qlHJHKe C HCII0JibJ0BaIIHeM II0JlllpH30BaHHblX )leHTPOHHblX H HeH
Tp0HHblX llyqK0B 6y11YT 11p0)10/llKeHbl Ha 3T0M H0B0M ycK0pHTeJie. Hc110/lb30BaHHe Ha HYKJI0Tp0He raJOBOH 
UO/lllpH30BaHHOH MHIIIeHH C llaKOIIHTeJibHOH lJqeftK0H )laCT B0JM0lKH0CTb pac111HpHTh 11porpaMMY HCCJie
)I0BaHHH 110 CIIHH0B0H qlHJHKe B J1B3. 

Pa6orn Bbln0JIHeHa B Jla6opaTOpHH BblC0KHX 3Heprnft OIUIH. 

IlpenpHHT O6be)IHHeHHOI'O HHCTHTYTa ll)lepHblX HCCJie)IOBaHHH . .lly6Ha, 1997 

Pilipenko Yu.K., Rukoyatkin P.A., Zolin L.S. E9-97-314 
Polarized Beams at the 10 GeV Machine of JINR (Dubna) 

The spin physics program of the Laboratory of High Energies, JINR was started in early 1980s when 
polarized deuterons were accelerated at the Dubna 10 GeV machine (Synchrophasotron). The source 
of polarized deuterons POLARIS provides deuterons in both vector and tensor polarization modes. 
The slow extraction system allows one to provide experimental setups in the main experimental hall 

with polarized deuteron beams of up to 9 GeV/c momenta at an intensity of up to 5 • 109 per spill. 
The first spin experiments were oriented to study inclusive and binary reactions with polarized deuterons. 
In 1995, the polarized proton target was installed and a quasi-monochromatic polarized neutron beam 
was prepared to study the behaviour of ii7p7 cross section differences over an energy range 
of 1.2 + 3.65 GeV. At present, the main ring of the new superconducting accelerator (Nuclotron) 
is mounted and successfully tested. After new injection and extraction systems have been constructed, 
the spin physics studies with polarized deuteron and neutron beams will be continued at this new machine. 
The use of a gas polarized target with a storage cell at the Nuclotron can give an additional chance 
to enlarge the LHE spin physics program. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High Energies, JINR. 
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Introduction. The investigation of the nuclear structure at sh_ort distances 
is the main subject of research at the Laboratory of High Energies, JINR (Dubna). 
Beams of relativistic nuclei (E > IGeV/nucleon) are an effective tool to study the 
nuclear structure at r < 0.5fm where quark-gluon degrees of freedom,in nuclei 
should manifest themselves. In the QCD scale the phenomena of relativistic nuclear 
physics should refer to the domain of long distances QCD, which problems wait. 
their decisions. Numerous experimental data have been obtained at the LJIE and 
other laboratories in studies of the cumulative effect - fragmentation of nuclei into 
hadrons in the kinematic region forbidden for free N N-interactions [1];[2]. Many 
nucleon and quark models proposed to explain the mechanism of cumulative hadron 
production, cannot describe specific features of reactions of this kind requiring the 
kinematic participation of a few correlated nucleons in the nucleus. As in I.he study of 
the inner nucleon structure, the short range nuclear structure cannot. be successfully 
studied without taking into consideration spin degrees of freedom in nuclei. The 
deuteron as the simplest nucleus with the well-defined spin st.ructure.(excluding I.he 
one of deuteron core, to be careful) is the most convenient object fo'r I.his 'kind of 
investigations. ' 

The first spin experiments at the LIIE have been carried out. t.o study inclusive 
and binary reactions with vector and tensor polarized cleutcrons [3]. Some of 
these experimental data obtained with magnetic spectrometers ALPHA [1] and 
ANOMALON [5] arc shown in Fig.I. After installing the Saclay-ANL proton 
polarized target in 1!)95 , the LIIE spin program is supplemented with spin 
correlation experiments [6]. 

LHE ~ccelerators and beams. At the prc~sent time, t.wo accelerators operate 
in t.he LIIE: a) Synchrophasotron was put into operation in 1957 as a 10 GeV 
proton synchrotron and modified later for the acceleration of ions up to 32 S, b) the 
Nuclotron, a 6 G1: V /nucleon superconducting accelerator of nuclei, which is in the 
commissioning stage and is operating for physics only with ~-n internal target at 
present. A schematic_ view of the LIIE accelerator facility and° a layout of the beam 
lines into the main experimental hall are shown in Figs.2,3. Main parameters of the 
accclc:rators ar,id beam char;acteristics [7] for light nuclei arc listed i~ Tables 1,2. 

Main beam line VP-1 transports particles from crossover F3; the final point 
of slow extraction line MV-1, through experimental hall 205 to the b~am dump 
(Fig.3). Seven side beam lines '1 V-7V provide ten physics setups with primary 
beams over a momentum range of 2~9 G~V /c. Some experiments .at the ALPHA 
and ANOMALON setups were perf~rmed at the target location in F3._,This allowed 
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Fig.I. Tensor analyzing power (T2o) and polarization transfer (1,,
0

) for deuteron 
breakup and dp backward elastic:scattering, measured on polarjzed deuteron· beams 
witl1 momenta' from 8.5 to 9 GeV/c (k is the.internal momentum of the proton in 
the deuteron) · 

Fig.2. Laboratory of High Energies accelerator facility 
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the use of long (up to 70m) flight bases for particle identification. For experiments 
with a low yield of registered particles (the deuteron fragmentation into cumulative 
mesons, for example), the target is located in crossover F5 and secondary particle 
beam line 4V with a large angular acceptance ( .0.n = 6 • 10-5 sr at .0.p/p = ±2%) 
can be used. Three liquid hydrogen targets 100 to 1000mm in length are available 
for deuteron beam experipients. · 
Table 1. Main parameters of the LHE accelerators, Synchrophasotron (SPH) and Nuclotron 

Parameters Units SPH . Nuclotron 

Energy (max) A GeV 4 6 
Repetition rate p.p.s. 0.12 0.5 - 1 
Extraction time (max) s 0.5 10 
Vacuum Torr 10-6 - (10-7) 10-6 - (10-7) 
Magnetic field (max) T 1.1 2.1 
Circumference m · 208 252 
Extracted beam 
emittance f:hor mmmr 351r 2.571" 

fver 401r · 2.071" 

Table 2. Light nuclei beam intensities (particles per cycle) 

Beam SPH Nuclotron Nuc/otron + Booster 
(now) (plan) (plan) 

p 4-10 1 · 10 1 · 10' 
d 1. 1012 5. 1010 1.1013 

l 5. 109 3 · 108 1. 1011 

3 He 2. 1010 
4 He 5 -1010 5 -109 2. 1012 
7 Li 2. 109 2 -1010 5. 1012 

12c 1. 109 7. 109 ·2-1012 

Deuteron beam polarimetry. The 200µA cryogenic ion source POLARIS 
is used to produce polarized deuteron beams at the 10 GeV accelerator [9]. 
POLARIS operates either in the vector (HFS transitions 3 - 6 at p; and 1 - 4 
at p;) or in the tensor (HFS transitions 2 - 6 at p;z and 3 - 5 at p;z) polarization 
modes. The sign of polarization can be changed pulse by pulse. To measure the beam 
polarization after acceleration in the 5 MeV/nucleon linac, two types of low energy 
polarimeters with semiconductor detectors were used. The vector polarization was 
measured via the measurement of the left-right asymmetry by detecting a-particles 
at the elastic scattering of 10 MeV deuterons on 4 H e, d+4 He--+ d(126°)+4 H e(15°). 
The tensor polarization can be determined by detecting stripping.protons in the 
reaction J + 3 He--+ p(0°) + 4 He on a 3He gas target. 

- To measure the deuteron polarization at the slow extraction beam line VP-1, the 
two-arm magnetic spectrometer ALPHA is used as a high energy polarimeter (Fig.4) 
[10]. The deuteron polarization components (p;,P;z) are measured by detecting the 
deuteron elastic scattering on a hydrogen target. The Vector Ay and the tensor Ayy 
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analyzing power for this reaction at Pd=3 GeV /care known to a high precision [11]. 
The polarimeter arm angles are fixed at 7.5° as the value of Ay shows not-dependence 
in the vicinity of the four momentum transfer -t = 0.15(GeV/c)2

• To estimate 
depolarization effects at deuteron acceleration over 3 GeV /c, the comparison of the 
vector polarization Pz was made at deuteron extraction on reaching a r~omentum 
of 3 GeV /c and for deuterons accelerated up to 9 GeV /c , then decelerated down 
to 3 GeV /c and extracted. The values of Pz in these two measurements turn out 
to be coincident within the limits of 4%. Thr ALPHA polari;neter provides a high 
absolute precision (t.p2 (syst.) '.::::'. 2%) in measuring of the deuteron polarization at 
a registration point of 3 GeV /c. However, it is necessary to readjust repeatedly the 
extraction system for 3 GeV /c using this polarimetry method in long time runs at 
other beam momenta. 

For experiments with a tensor polarized deuteron beam a more convenient 
method was tested to check periodically th_e beam polarization. IL is based on the 
measurement of the tensor analyzing power T20 in the reaction J + A --> p(0°) + X. 
The T20 has an ·extreme value of~ -1 when the ratio of the proton to the deuteron 
~10mentum pp/Pd = 2/3 (it corresponds to the internal mc>mentum of proton in 
the deuteron k=0.3 GeV/c)(Fig.lb). The value of T20(k = 0.3) docs not show any 
energy dependence in the ··region from 3 to 9 GeV /c and there arc no theoretical 
reasons for its appearance at higher energies. For rather ~ high proton yield at 0° 
(/;n '.::::'. I00mbGev- 1sr-1c at Pd=9,pp=6 GeV/c) increasing asp; with increasing 
en~rgy , the breakup reaction can be recommended as an effective expre·ss method of 
tensor polarization monitoring of a high energy deuteron beam. In comparison with 
other known polarimetry reactions which arialyzing power drops with increasing 
energy, this method has no limitation at. high energies. As an example, the 
measurement result of 'f'20(d --> p) in a long time run ro'r st~dying the ten~or 
polarized deuteron fragmentation into cumulative pions (cl_:__. ·1r), is shown in Fig.lb 
(the point denoted by a star). In the second run at the SPHERE spectrometer, 
similar measurements were repeated 24 times during the five:day run and confirmed 
a long time stability of the POLARIS operation. Typical values of vector and tensor 
deuteron beam polarizations are p; = ±0.5 and p;, = ±0. 7; 

Relativistic polarized neutron beams. The most conveni~nt ·way to generate 
high energy polarized neutron beams with well-defined characteristics is the breakup 
of relativistic deuterons. The deuteron breakup cross section is a significant part 
of the total dA cross section which slowly changes in the G~V regi~n. The 
properties of neutron beams produced in this way improve with. increasing beam 
energy in acbordance with the decrease of the ratio_ of the average internal nucleon 
momentum in the deuteron to the neutron momentum in the laboratory frame 
k[:::_• /Pn• At high energies, the angular ~pr~ad (au) and yield (Y) at a zero angle 
behave as au· ~ 1/pn, Y ~ p;. However, the nonm6nochromaticy of stripping 
neutron beam remains at any energies ( dpn/Pn --> const '.:::'. k[::;s /mn '.:::' 0.05 at 
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Fig.5. Neutron beam line for the experiments with PPT [6] 

E -+ oo). The polarization of nucleons (PN) produced in the vector polarized 
deuteron fragmentation is characterized by the coefficient of polarization transfer 
k

0 
= PN / Pd, studied in a series of experiments (Fig.la). It is shown that k0 c:c 1 for 

the predominant pa.rt of stripping protons. So, one can assume that neutron beams, 
formed at 0°, have Pn "". Pa, i.e .. they inherit the polarization of primary deuterons. 
The neutrons beams at the Dubna. 10 GeV accelerator operate on the basis of a 
slowly extracted deuteron beam'.' Two neutron beam channels, situated in the main 
experimental hall (Fig.3), wer~ mounted [8]. The first' channel assembled at the 
end of the central VP-1 line was used for methodical purposes. Neutron fluxes at 
different neutron momenta. obtained with a 20cm CH-target at the outlet of the 
2.5m·long iron collimat~r ( ip30mm ), a.re shown in Table 3. 
Table 3. 

Pn,GeVLc · 
In/Id(109),ppc 

1.13 
7.6. 10:,Yo.1 

1.5 1.77 2.25 4.5 
3.5. 104 /0.3 7.7 · 104 /0.5 1.6 · 10"70.8 1.0 -10°71.o 

The neutron beam line for the experiments with the polarized proton target 
(PPT) is shown in Fig.5 [8]. The polarized neutron beam was formed by the __ 
collimator composed of four 'stages: Cl,C2 ( ip4cm, ip3cm,iron) and C3,C4 ( ip2.8cm; 
brass) 6m in total length. The collimator determined a solid angle b.ff of 3µsr, 
an angular divergence of l.2mrad and a beam spot in the PPT that fitted ,into 
a ip3cm circle. The PPT neutron beam· line is equipped with the spir"i rotator 
magnet of a 2. 7T x m maximum field integral to turn neutron spins from the 
vertical direction to the longitudinal one. During the runs, the neutron space 
distribution was continuously monitored by a MWPC placed 0.5m downstream the 
PPT (Fig.6). In the first data taking runs performed at 1.92, 3.31 and 4.50 GeV /c 
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Fig.6. Neutron space distributions on the PPT beam line (Pn = 4.5GeV/c) 

neutron beam momenta, the intensities averaged over each run were 2. 7 -104 , 2.0 -105 

and 4.7 • l05 n/~ycle at deutero"n intensities of 5.3 • 108, 6.1-108, and 6.4 - l08 djspill 
(a composed Be, 17cm+ C, 6cm target for deuteron stripping was used). The charge 
contamination was negligible [12]. . 
Future progress of spin physics in, LHE is- connected with putting into 
operation the new injector of the Nucl~tron. It will in~rea.se to a great extent 
the intensity of polarized deuteron beams (see· Table 2). This will open the way 
for probing the deuteron spin structure at high internal momenta unavailable up 
to now. A small internal beam emitta.;ce of the Nuclotron gives an oppmtunity 
to use a polarized gas internal target with a storage cell. At a luminosity of 
L 2: 1 • 1029cm-2s-1 and taking into account a low density of the gas target, it 
makes possible studying, for instance, the Pomeron spin structure by means of the 
measurement of asymmetry App in pp elastic scattering in the region of Coulomb
nuclear interference (-t c:c 10-3GeV2/c2

) [13]. App can be measured with an 
uncertainty of 8APP = 1% at L c:c 1-1029cm-2s-1, which corresponds to the target 
density Pt= l013atoms/cm2

, the internal beam intensity I= 1010p and TN= 0.8µs 
( the time of one turn in the Nuclotron). The internal gas target has well-known 
advantages of thin internal targets: a low density allowing the registration of low 
energy rec~ils, small beam losses and the possibility to be used (in the time sharing 
regime) simultaneously with running external beam experiments. 
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